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WAVELL AVENUE 
 
North American racing offers no greater test of speed for a distaffer on the dirt than the 
Breeders’ Cup Filly and Mare Sprint (gr. I). Wavell Avenue not only won that race in dramatic 
style, but also defeated a field of remarkable depth.  
 
Well off the pace in the early stages, Wavell Avenue shook loose of a chasing pack, and in 
the words of the official Breeders’ Cup web-site “Seeming to fly by her competitors…” hit the 
front in time to score by daylight from the runner-up, that year’s Eclipse Award winning 
Champion Sprint Filly or Mare, La Verdad. Behind Wavell Avenue and La Verdad came a 
stellar cast of distaff sprinters, among them grade one winners Taris, Cavorting, Judy the 
Beauty, Artemis Agrotera and Dame Dorothy, and graded scorers Stonetastic, Fioretti  Merry 
Meadow, Sweet Whiskey and Super Majesty. 
 
Wavell Avenue is also winner of this year’s Shine Again Stakes, which she took in a swift 
1:21.83. In addition, despite stumbling at the start, she came within a ½ length of catching La 
Verdad in the Gallant Bloom Handicap (gr. II), a race run in 0.7 seconds outside the track-
record. Wavell Avenue has also taken second in this year’s Bed o’ Roses Handicap (gr. I), and 
third to Sheer Drama and Stopchargingmaria in the Madison Stakes (gr. I).  
 
Wavell Avenue is the outstanding runner for her sire, Harlington, a son of Unbridled and Hall 
of Fame racemare, Serena’s Song.  
 
Her dam, Lucas Street is a speedy, multiple stakes placed daughter of Silver Deputy out of 
the two-year-old stakes winner and graded stakes performer, Ruby Park. The family goes 
back to My Poly, the dam of the multiple graded stakes winner, Grenzen, and a mare who 
has founded an internationally significant family from whom descend not only Wavell 
Avenue, but also Belmont Stakes (gr. I) victor, Go and Go; Refuse to Bend, winner of four 
group one events, including the classic Irish 2,000 Guineas (gr. I); Tattersalls Gold Cup (gr. I) 
captor, Casual Conquest;  Rich Tapestry, a major winner on three continents, including the 
Santa Anita Sprint Championship (gr. I); Media Puzzle, successful in the Melbourne Cup (gr. 
I); and the U.S. grade one winning millionaire Twilight Agenda. 
 
A brilliant Breeders’ Cup winner, Wavell Avenue is offered with the option to remain in 
training and continue to add to her laurels, or to retire and to bring speed of the highest 
quality to a breeding program.  
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